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S ummary

A high speed phase locked interferometry system has been designed and developed for

real-time measurements of the dynamic stall flow over a pitching airfoil. Point diffraction

interferograms of incipient flow separation over a sinusoidally oscillating airfoil have been

obtained at rates of up to 20 KHz and for free stream Mach numbers of 0.3 and 0.45.

The images were recorded on ASA 125 and ASA 400 film using a drum camera. Special

electronic timing and synchronizing circuits were developed to trigger the laser light source

from the camera and to initiate acquisition of the interferogram sequence from any desired

phase angle of oscillation. The ,airfoil instantaneous angle of attack data provided by an
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optical en,-c_derwas recorded via a FIFO and an EPROM into a micr,_c,,mp,lt,'r Tho

interferogr;-_lllShave been analyzed Itsill_ _.,_['tu':-H'e developed in-hous, _ t,, ,,A,,r ,t_liintir;/rive

fl,,w d,msit.v and 1)ressure distrib_lrion:.

1. Introduction

Research on compressibility effect> _,n dynamic stall of pitching airfoil.- is _nl-going at

tile U.S. Navy-NASA .Joint Institute of Aeron_mtics and is being conducted in tile Fluid

_Mechanics Laboratory of NASA Ames Research Center. The phenomenon of d.vnamic

stall pertains to the production of lift at angles of attack well beyond the static stall

angle of attack by rapidly pitching an airfoil. Tile problem is of interPst to helicopters

and fighter aircraft. Dynamic statl occurs on the retreating blade of a helicopter _ ir

is pitched to high angles of attack during the portion of the blade revolution when it is

moving with the wind. A fighter aircraft performing a rapid maneuver also experiences

dynarnic stall. The process is characterized by the formation of a large vortex at the

leading edge (known as the dynamic stall vortex) whose vordcity is responsible for the

enhanced lift. However, its convection over the airfoil upper surface needs to be avoided

since it produces strong pitching moment variations, which are destructive to the aircraft.

This flow feature has been responsible for the phenomenon remaining unexploited thus

far. Another characteristic feature of the flow is the large flow accelerations around the

leading edge, resulting in the onset of compressibility effects at a very low free stream

Math number of 0.:2 -0.31'2. The local flow could become supersonic and form a series of

shocks a. The various fine scale events of the flow that are present for the different flow

conditions need to be properly understood before an effective means of controlling the flow

can be devised.

As part of this study, a real-time interferometry method known as point diffraction

interferometry(PDI1 lms been developed 4s to map the instantaneous global flow details.

This effort has been successful in delivering sharp, high-contr;tst interferograms of the flow

for all the conditions of the experiment. The interfer,_.grams are obtained as conditionally

sampled images nnd have provided the first insight into the manv flow details. However.
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,:npruring the full flow sequence t;/k,-s sm'oral cycles of motion. The rapid changes that

_cc_u in the' flow. especially the cletails ,_i' th,' dynamic stall w_rtex formation and the

:]_.c_,:k/'bonndary layer interacti_ms leading re possible premature fl(m- separation do nor

t',.l_,__r perfectly from cycle to cycle. Thus. there is a need to obtain the flow details in just

_n,' pitching cycle, as they occur. It is rhi._ need that prompted the design and development

of rh,, very high speed interferogram recording _ystem being presented in this paper.

2. Design Specifications

The studies are being conducted on a NAC'A 0012 airfoil with a chord length of 7.62cm

in the Compressible Dynamic Stall Facilitv(CDSF). Two different drive systems could be

used in the CDSF to produce either an oscillat_ry pitching motion or a constant rate

transient pitching motion of the airfoil. The angle of attack variation in the former case

is given by a = a0 + a,,, sin .,.,t with the mean angle of attack a0 and the amplitude a,_

variable from 0 ° - 150 and 20 - 100 respectively. The maximum frequency of oscillation

is 100 Hz. The constant rate pitch drive produces a rapid change of angle of attack from

0 ° - 600 at rates as high as 3600 degrees/see. Earlier work 3 has shown that the events

of dynamic stall onset occur rapidly over a small angle of attack range of about 0.5 to 1.0

degree. Thus. in order to have a resolution of 0.1 degree or better at the limits of operation

of either drive system, a camera speed of 36 KHz or more is necessary.

The ",-ery large flow acceleration (and concomitant density variations around the airfoil

leading edge could create as many as 60 fringes/millimeter at the airfoil) and the rapidity

of the development of the dynamic stall vortex or the shock induced flow events, result

in interference fringes that evolve and move at very high frequency (O(KH.:)). This

necessitates the use of extremely short light pulse duration, typically nanoseconds. These

challenges require the use of a laser that produces the necessary energy for each exposure

and is externally controllable at the high camera rates.

The high framing rates, the short duration of the light pulse, and the low light levels

proctude the use of videc_ cameras or similar recording devicc*s, limiting the choice to film

cameras. Possible blurring ,_f the images due to flow changes eliminates choices such as



stroak rameras.

It is ;tlso necessary to record tile airfoil angle of attack cor:'o_p_m¢lin,_, r,, th,' fl'ames on

the film. Fmther. the system should be controllable in order r,, Konerat, • a_l int,,rforogram

sequence _,rarting at any desired angle of attack.

3. Details of the Camera, Laser Control and Recording Systems

A Qunatronix Series t00 CW/pumped Xd:YAG laser, capable of operating flo,n DC to

50I(hz was used in the experiments. It can be externally triggered without any detectable

delay at all the rates. The pulse duration and the ener_- output varied nonlinearly from

8_ns and 0.14mJ at .500Hz. 420us and 25/.,J at 40KHz and lOOns and 11;:_.J at 50IZHz. At the

rates used for the high speed interferometry experiments being reported, the corresponding

numbers were: 140us and 6.5#3 at 10KHz and 240us and 17;d at 201,2Hz. at nearly full

current settings. The energy density in the laser at 10 KI-Iz rate was adequate to give

proper exposu,'e on ASA 100 T-MAX film. ASA 400 film was necessary at 20 KHz.

A 3.5 mm. variable speed Cordin drum camera (DYNAFAX Model 350) was used for

image recording. A rotating 8 faceted mirror in the camera reflects the incoming light

beam onto the film which is rotating in the same direction in the camera drum. Effective

shutter times of 1.3_sec can be achieved a: 40 1,2Hz framing rate. At 20 Kttz. this time was

2.6#sec. Two rows of images were obtained on the film strip, with subsequent exposures

being recorded alternately in each row, but displaced 16 frames.

The laser was triggered by the TTL pulses emitted by custom built (in-house) circuitry

installed on the camera. Tuning the camera required aligning the mirror facet with the

incident light beam. An infrared light emitter diode and corresponding IR photo detector

were installed in the camera (see Fig. 1) to detect the mirror facet location. For tuning

purposes, two additional photo detectors were installed, one at each frame position. The

tuning procodure involved adjusting two delay times: T1. the delay between detecting a

mirror facor and emitting the first pulse and _. the time between the two TTL pulses.

The delay times Tz and T2 were adjusted to maximize the laser light detected b.v the frame

photo diodes. Once tuning was properly completed, the photo diodes were moved from



the field of view to permit laser light to rem:h the film plane. The _hort ei'5"ctive .-hurter

times aa, t tile high framin E spec_ls r_'quired a careful design _)f the o!_,crr,mi," <wt<n that

included _ch,:'me_ f'_r pr()per attenuation ,)f n()is_ _.

A .Nikou 55ram macro, f/2.8 lens was used in the camera. Aligning rile cam,',:a along

the optical axis of the interferometry system required very accurate adju_tm,mr.

Both unsteady motion producing drives referred to in section 2 are ,,quipp,,d with

an optical encoder that produces S00 counts/cycle of motion (one oscillation ,'vc!e or one

pitch-up flom 0-60 degrees). It is an incremental encoder that produces a quadrature

pulse train which is in turn processed by an oscillating airfoil position interfacet OAPI) for

phase locking and recording by the data acquisition system. The OAPI could i)e preset to

produce a TTL event pulse (or pulse repetitively) at any desired phase angle by a series of

front panel BCD switches. The TTL output pulse was used to trigger the opening of a laser

safety shutter and also to initiate encoder data transfer to memory. As shown in Fig. 2.

the laser is enabled by the first TTL pulse from the OAPI. However, recording the encoder

outputs was enabled from the next pulse. The data was recorded in a 512 word first-in-first-

out(FIFO) buffer for each camera pulse. The number of frames acquired by the camera

could be controlled from 0 to 224 (camera maximum) by the external electronics built

for enabling the handshake between the various devices. Typically, 200 frames of point

diffraction interfero_ams were obtained and the phase angles corresponding for each of

the frames were recorded into the FIFO which were later do_,-nloaded into a micro\:kX II

computer through an EPROM.

4. Operation

The interframe pulse delay was tuned to the desired rate and the actual rare of tlle

camera obtained was measured using a frequency counter. The data to be reported were

obtained at 11.56 I,,:Hz and 19.62KHz. The desired initial phase angle for the interferogram

sequence was set using the BCD switches on the OAPI front panel. Before th, _ images

were acquired, the laser was constantly triggered by an external pulse train at a 40KHz

rate. This was necessary m protect the laser crystal fr_ml the giant pulse that is normally



gen,unr,-',twhen the laser is pldsed after n sh,,rt lapse time. The _-l,_crroniccircuit then

inhi],ire_l the laser pulsing when the OAP[ TTL event was output and until the laser

.._hutt,'r was _,l)enod (see Fig. 1 and 2). Th,-shl_rrer opening time was ab_,ut 1 millisecond.

ne,-essitating a delay before enablim_ the laso,.' again. After the shutter was i\dty open.

which was ensured by an AND gate. the laser was enabled on the next OAPI TTL event

outp_tr pulse. The laser was actually pulsed from the next camera pulse, nr which time

the encoder was latched and recorded in the FIFO. A fi'ame counter started at this event.

permit ted capturing the angles corresponding to the 200 images that were recorded on film.

The short elapsed time between the laser enabling and its subsequent firing resulted in a

"'small" giant-pulse. Which over exposed the first frame. This frame served to determine the

first image on the film strip: thus. it was possible to accurately match the interferogram

images with the phase angle of motion and to correlate the values in the FIFO buffer.

Following the completion of the imaging, the shutter was closed and the laser returned to

the constant 40KHz external triggering. The camera alignment was verified by taking test

sequences on a Polapan ASA 125 film and tile data was obtained on a higher resolution

T-MAX 400 film.

Fig. 3 shows a schematic of the PDI optics and its implementation in the dynamic

stall facility. The details of the PDI technique has been described in Ref. 3 and 4. It uses

one single pass of the laser beam through the test section and depends upon the ability of

a pin-hole created in-si_u in a semi-transparent plate to produce the reference beam. The

signal beam passes around this pin-hole to produce interference fringes in real-time. In

the experiment, the PDI spot was created with no-flow in the test section and once it was

determined to be satisfactory (from still polaroid pictures), the movies were obtained.

5. Results and Discussion

Fig. 4a and Fig.4b show typical interferograms obtained using the high speed recording

system at ,__= 9.80 and a = 14.37 u respectively. Fig. 4c and 4d show the corresponding

images from a single realization of the event (and hence for different cycles) recorded on

Pola_'oid film. The free stream Mach number of the flow was 0.3. The camera framing rate
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was 1I..513 [<Hz. iAr the time of writing, copbs of selected frames flom the* tihns ,,brained

at 19.62 1,2Hz rat,-" ;,_" free stream Mach numbers ,_f 0.3 and 0.4.5 at,-' still b,'in_ lu'in/ed ). The

trian@-'_ sr',-'n ii_ the images are registration markers on the glass win,low-,,t" th," f'acilirz,-

which ;_:',- _Is,-_d t,, determine the airfoil profile dllring ima..ge processi11,_,. Th, -_,lark bulge

seen near r,h,_ le;_din.g edge region is due to the light beam being bent away tL,m the" leading

edge due to the v,_..v Iarge local density gradients. The agreement bcr',v,'_'n Fig. 4a and 4c

is very geoM. Th,-." figures show a laminar separation bubl)le that fi_rms mer rh," ;drfoil for

t.his angle of attack. Figures 4b and 4d show qualitative agreement at a = 14.37". in that

the dynamic stall process has begun in both (d_e set of vertical fringes seen correspond to

the dynamic stall vortex as it forms) but it is clear that the process has progressed more

in Fig. 4b: More resuhs along with the appropriate pressure distributicms (,_l)_ained by

image processing) will be presented at the conference.

The image size on the film was 3.Smm in diameter and the images shown in Fig. 4a

and 41) have been magnified by nearly 1000 times. Despite the large magnification factor.

the quality of the images is very good. Attempts to enlarge the original size of the image

(using extension rings) in the camera met with partial success owing _o d_e long focal

length of the mirrors and the fact that the laser beam has a small divergence angle, as

opposed to white !ight. This situation also made the task of aligning the camera with the

optical axis of the PDI system challenging.

Yet another concern in the use of the system was the ability of the PDI spot to with/

stand the rapid exposure to the laser ener_" during high speed imaging. In the experiment

at 20 KHz the PDI spot was exposed to a total of 3.4mJ in 10 milliseconds. At Such large

energy levels, there ,.,,'as a possibility that the PDI spot could get enlarged or even dam-

aged. thus creating inaccurate interferograms. However. the robustness of the holographic

plate film coating material used for the purpose prevented this from happening.

It is worth commenting that acquisition of high speed interferograms using white light

h_ been repo,'ted in the literature 6. However. the key differences in the present stud}" are

the requirements of phase locking, controlling the laser fr,m the camera pulses, the need

to precisely rec.rd the phase angle for each pulse (since the flow undergoes significant

changes in a very ,;mall angle of attack range), and the very short duration of the pitching
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mc)tion - all of which proclude the use,,ther measurementmethods.

6. Conclusions

A novel system fl)r acquiring real-time phase locked interferograms has been devetop,'d

for use in unsteady separated flows. The rapid nature of the flow changes and the extremely

high gradients around the leading edge of _tlt airfoil experiencing dynamic stall requires

the use of such a measurement technique. The system uses a laser that can be pulsed at

high. rates to produce interferograms and record these on film at rates of up to 40KHz. To

date interferograms have been obtained at 20 I(Hz rate and the system has been rested

at 40 KHz. Proper electronic interlocking has enabled precise control of the experiment.

The use of the laser giant pulse permits correlating the angle of attack information with

the individual frames accura:el.v by clearly marking the first frame.
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